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“At a minimum, the seeking of asylum is not an unlawful act. This compels governments to institute open and humane reception conditions, including safe, dignified and human rights-compatible treatment.”

INTRODUCTION

Over the past year, the reception of refugees became one of the most critical global issues as countries in the Global North received a record number of refugees. Various countries implemented different policies that have abrogated in some instances, and in others worked to safeguard refugees and asylum seekers’ basic right to refuge when fleeing persecution. While the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (“Refugee Convention”) provides a solid legal framework for protection, the ways in which countries initially receive asylum seekers and restrict their freedom of movement can be instructive in reforming existing systems to protect the human rights of forced migrants. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees explains that:

Reception conditions refer to the treatment given by a country to asylum-seekers from the moment they apply for asylum, and include access to information at the border, humane conditions in refugee centres, legal counselling, education, medical care,


2. North-South categorizations depend on both the socioeconomic and the political divide between regions. In existing literature, the Global North includes North America, Western Europe, and developed parts of East Asia, whereas the Global South includes Africa, Latin America, and developing parts of Asia, including the Middle East. See, e.g., Jean-Philippe Therien, Beyond the North-South Divide: The Two Tales of World Poverty, 20 THIRD WORLD Q. 723, 726 (1999).


employment, timely asylum procedures, and freedom of movement. According to international and regional laws, states have a responsibility to respect and ensure the human rights of everyone on their territory. Where asylum-seekers are concerned, they must provide adequate reception conditions in line with international standards.\(^5\)

The world has experienced the most forced migration in its recent history.\(^6\) In the summer of 2014, the United States experienced a surge of children from the Northern Triangle (the countries of Honduras, El Salvador, and Guatemala) fleeing persecution and attempting to enter through the southern border. The US government characterized the influx of children as an “urgent humanitarian situation” on the border.\(^7\) Similarly, last year Germany welcomed approximately 1.1 million asylum seekers—a record number.\(^8\)

This essay examines the treatment of asylum seekers at reception in the United States and Germany through each country’s freedom and restriction of movement laws related to asylum seekers. This comparative analysis is based on Valeria Gomez’s volunteer experience in the South Texas Family Residential Center and Karla McKanders’ exploratory trip to Germany to learn more about the processing of refugees. When we came back together after our trips, we were prompted to write this essay as we were captivated by the contrast between the German and American legal systems for reception, detention, and freedom of movement of asylum seekers. We then became intellectually curious about the implications of the varied policies and their applications for the ways in which signatories to the 1951 Refugee Convention approach creating laws on the reception of refugees.


\(^7\) Letter from President Barack Obama to Speaker of the House of Representative John Boehner, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, and House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi (June 30, 2014), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/06/30/letter-president-efforts-address-humanitarian-situation-rio-grande-valle

This essay explores the differences between the United States and Germany in three parts. Part I provides an overview of the Refugee Convention and its application to the rights of asylum seekers in receiving countries at their reception. Part II then provides an overview of the US laws for detaining asylum seekers in connection with Valeria Gomez’s account of volunteering in the South Texas Family Residence Center. Part III next provides an overview of Germany’s laws for reception of asylum seekers along with Professor Karla McKanders’ personal account of traveling to Germany with a delegation from the University of Tennessee on an exploratory trip to learn more about how Germany is processing and receiving record numbers of asylum seekers. Part IV analyzes our varied experiences at the center of humanitarian crisis and explores the reasons behind the drastically different detention and reception models in each country. We end with an analysis of the impact of what the varied systems may portend for asylum seekers in the future.

The 1951 Refugee Convention and Reception of Asylum Seekers

A migrant is an individual who, either temporarily or permanently, moves from one place to another. A refugee is considered a forced migrant. According to the 1951 Refugee Convention, a refugee is someone who:

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country.


---

A migrant typically has to adhere to specific legal procedures to be designated as a refugee. Throughout the world, most legal procedures include making a demand for asylum and then submitting an application for asylum through a Nation State’s refugee status determination process ("RSD"). RSD is a legal process that involves a judge or officer listening to the individual’s story and evidence they present in support of their claim to refugee status, and then making a determination as to whether the individual fits within the Refugee Convention’s definition of a refugee. In addition, a Nation State can categorically recognize a group of individuals as refugees without going through an individualized legal process. Accordingly, an asylum seeker is an individual who claims to be a refugee but who awaits individual legal determination by a Nation State or the UN High Commissioner for Refugees’s ("UNHCR") RSD process. Until there is a legal determination that an individual or group of asylum seekers are refugees, the asylum seeker is not entitled to lawful status that protects her right to not be removed back to the country where she fears persecution. Furthermore:

Article 31(1) of the 1951 Convention stipulates that refugees having come directly should not be penalised for their illegal entry or stay if they present themselves to the authorities without delay and show good cause for their illegal entry or stay. Depriving asylum-seekers or refugees of their liberty for the mere reason of having entered or stayed illegally, would amount to a penalty under Article 31(1) [and is, in any event, contrary to the right to liberty and security of person . . . ]. Article 31(1) should also be interpreted to mean that the act of entering a country for the purposes of seeking asylum should not be considered an unlawful act. Automatically detaining asylum-seekers or stateless persons for the sole reason of their status as such would amount to an arbitrary deprivation of liberty.

Unlawful Entry and the South Texas Family Residential Center

In 2014, the United States experienced a surge of migrants enter through its southern border. According to US Customs and Border Patrol (“CBP”) reports, the United States apprehended 479,371 individuals along the US–Mexico border during the 2014 fiscal year—an increase of approximately 60,000 apprehensions from the previous year. For the first time in recent history, the CBP apprehended more non-Mexicans than Mexicans along the US–Mexico border; of these, 66,638 were nationals from El Salvador, 81,116 were nationals from Guatemala, and 91,475 were nationals from Honduras. Of the total individuals detained at the US–Mexico border, 68,541 were children who arrived in the United States without a parent or guardian. Cited factors for this increased migration include high violent crime rates associated with the presence of transnational criminal organizations, poor economic conditions fueled by low economic growth rates, and family violence. A close look at US policy and actions in response to the surge of migrants along the southern border—including the resurrection of the practice of family detention—calls into question the country’s commitment to upholding its obligations under the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 UN Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees (“Refugee Protocol”).

Laws and Processing of Asylum Seekers in the United States

The Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”) and the accompanying federal regulations promulgated by the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”)
The INA authorizes any noncitizen arriving in the United States to apply for asylum, subject to certain exceptions enumerated in the law. Noncitizens who are not otherwise barred from applying may apply for asylum regardless of whether they have entered through a designated point of arrival, and without regard to the noncitizens’ current immigration status. The procedure through which a noncitizen may apply for asylum varies, however, depending on whether the noncitizen (a) has valid authorization to be in the country (such as a person who is in the country with a valid student visa or a person who has entered on a tourist visa), (b) is already present in the country without a valid status or authorization (such as a person who entered the country without inspection or a person who has overstayed or violated the terms of a previous visa), or (c) is apprehended by DHS officials at a point-of-entry and is determined to not have proper admission documents or is otherwise not authorized to enter the country, or is apprehended by DHS officials without having been admitted or paroled into the United States, and cannot affirmatively show that the alien has been physically present in the United States continuously for a two-year period.

The INA mandates that noncitizens in the last category be removed from the United States without a hearing or other form of judicial or administrative review. The exception to this rule occurs when an individual indicates upon apprehension that they have an intention to apply for asylum or otherwise express a fear of returning to their country of origin. When an individual states that he or she has a fear, DHS regulations refer to this accelerated deportation

28. See id. § 1158(a)(2) (providing five specific exceptions).
29. Id. at § 1158(a)(1).
30. See 8 U.S.C. § 1225(b)(1)(A)(i)-(iii)(II) (2012) (listing categories of aliens subject to expedited removal); 8 C.F.R. § 208.2(a) (2016) (stating that the Refugee, Asylum, and International Operations office (“RAIO”)—an office within the Department of Homeland Security—has initial jurisdiction over asylum applications filed by noncitizens, except those who are in expedited removal or are in removal proceedings); id. § 208.2(b) (stating that the immigration courts have exclusive jurisdiction over asylum applications for those who are in removal proceedings or who are subject to expedited removal); see also P-L-P-, 21 I&N. Dec. 887, 888 (U.S. Bd. of Immigration Appeals Mar. 13, 1997).
proceeding as “expedited removal” and the individual is given a credible fear interview.”

To determine whether an asylum seeker has a sufficient basis for seeking asylum in the United States—thus entitling her to a hearing before an immigration judge and allowing her to avoid expedited removal—the asylum seeker must establish that she has a credible fear of suffering persecution in her home country. The “credible fear” determination is initially made by a DHS asylum officer through a “credible fear interview,” a non-adversarial process designed to determine whether the asylum seeker can establish a significant possibility that he or she will be able to establish a claim for asylum in immigration court. If the asylum seeker can convince the asylum officer that he or she has a significant possibility of succeeding on an asylum claim in immigration proceedings, the asylum seeker’s expedited removal order will be suspended, and he or she will instead be placed in removal proceedings for a full consideration of the claim before an immigration judge. However, an immigration judge can still review an asylum officer’s negative credible fear finding in a credible fear review hearing.

Pursuant to the INA, asylum seekers must remain detained while they work through the credible fear process. The first step in this process is having a credible fear interview to determine if the individual has a fear of persecution. Once an asylum seeker establishes a credible fear of persecution, she is placed in (non-expedited) removal proceedings before an immigration judge. At this point, she can become eligible for release, either through parole at the discretion of DHS or through a bond redetermination hearing conducted before an immigration judge. Bond is a legal agreement where the individual is released upon payment of a sum of money, typically up to US$25,000, which acts as security to incentivize the individual to show up for removal proceedings.

32. 8 C.F.R. § 235.3(b).
33. 8 C.F.R. § 208.30(e)(2).
34. Id. § 208.30(d).
35. Id. § 208.30(e)(2).
37. Id. § 1225(b)(1)(B)(ii), (b)(1)(B)(iii)(IV). Exceptions may be made to meet medical emergencies or to further legitimate law enforcement objectives. See 8 C.F.R. § 235.3(b)(2)(iii).
Detention of Asylum Seekers

From 2009 to 2014, DHS, as a matter of practice, released arriving noncitizens from detention under appropriate conditions after they passed credible fear screening and did not otherwise pose a danger to the community or to national security. However, in 2014 the Obama Administration shifted practices, particularly when it announced, as a matter of policy, that all noncitizens arriving without prior authorization on or after January 1, 2014—including unaccompanied children and women arriving with children—constituted a border security threat.

In response to the so-called “surge” of immigrants arriving from the Northern Triangle, the Obama Administration opened three new detention facilities: in June 2014, a 700-bed facility in Artesia, New Mexico; in August 2014, a 500-bed facility in Karnes, Texas; and finally, in December 2014, a 2,400-bed facility in Dilley, Texas.

Positive credible fear determination is eligible for a custody redetermination hearing before an immigration judge unless the individual falls within the listed categories of noncitizens specifically excluded from the jurisdiction of the immigration court; Patel, 15 I&N Dec. 666, 666 (U.S. B.I.A. May 7, 1976) (“[A]n alien is not and should not be detained or required to post bond except on a finding that he is a threat to the national security, or that he is a poor bail risk.”); see also 8 C.F.R. § 1003.19 (2016).

39. See U.S. IMMIGRATION & CUSTOMS ENF’T, PAROLE OF ARRIVING ALIENS FOUND TO HAVE A CREDIBLE FEAR OF PERSECUTION OR TORTURE ¶ 6.2 (Dec. 8, 2009), https://www.ice.gov/doclib/dro/pdf/11002.1hdparole_of_arriving_aliens_found_credible_fear.pdf (directing that, “when an arriving alien found to have a credible fear establishes . . . his or her identity and that he or she presents neither a flight risk nor danger to the community,” DHS should parole the individual on the basis that continued detention is not in the public interest).


41. Fact Sheet: Artesia Temporary Facility for Adults with Children in Expedited Removal, U.S. DEP’T HOMELAND SEC. (June 20, 2014), https://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/06/20/fact-sheet-artesia-temporary-facility-adults-children-expedited-removal. The Artesia detention center served as a federal law enforcement training center. Id. As this DHS Fact Sheet states, the Department converted the federal enforcement training center into a family detention center with the purpose of quickly pushing arriving noncitizens through the expedited removal process and deterring future noncitizens. Id.

42. DHS had operated the detention facility in Karnes, Texas since 2012, housing primarily adult men. See ICE Opens its First-Ever Designed-and-Built Civil Detention Center, U.S. IMMIGRATION & CUSTOMS ENF’T (Mar. 13, 2012), https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/ice-opens-its-first-ever-designed-and-built-civil-detention-center. In August 2015, the Department modified its contract with Karnes County, Texas, in order to repurpose the Karnes County Civil Detention Center from an immigration detention facility holding adults to a “residential facility” to hold adults with children. See South Texas ICE Detention Facility to House Adults With Children, U.S. DEP’T HOMELAND SEC. (July 31, 2014),
These detention facilities, notorious for their seclusion and distance from major cities, made access to legal representation for those detained a considerable challenge. The detention centers—particularly the detention facility in Artesia, New Mexico—were referred to as “deportation mills” by immigration practitioners and the media, due to the swiftness with which DHS processed detainees through the credible fear interview process and deported the women and children. Furthermore, comments made by executives of the Obama Administration suggested that the US government did not consider those noncitizens from Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador to be asylum seekers, and expressed the Administration’s plans to summarily process and deport those the noncitizens entering through the southern border. Following public outcry, volunteer efforts organized primarily by the American Immigration Lawyers Association (“AILA”) and the American Immigration Council (“AIC”), and lawsuits filed against DHS for the manner in which it housed, cared for, and processed the women and children detained in

https://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/07/31/south-texas-ice-detention-facility-house-adults-children. Rebranding it the “Karnes County Residential Center,” DHS designed the detention center to accommodate up to 532 adults with children. Id.


47. This collaborative effort became known as the AILA-AIC Artesia Pro Bono Project. For more information on how the AILA-AIC Artesia Pro Bono Project recruited volunteer immigration lawyers, organized volunteer efforts, and represented the women and children detained in Artesia in credible fear interviews, credible fear redetermination hearings, and bond hearings, see Stephen Manning, Ending Artesia, INNOVATION LAW LAB, https://innovationlawlab.org/the-artesia-report-story (last visited May 13, 2016).
the Artesia, New Mexico facility.  

Rather than release many of the women and children remaining in detention in Artesia, however, DHS simply transferred these detainees to its large new facility, euphemistically named the “South Texas Family Residential Center,” in Dilley, Texas.

With the opening of a new large-scale detention facility in Dilley, Texas and the closing of the detention facility in Artesia, New Mexico, organizations remobilized volunteer immigration law practitioners to provide pro bono legal assistance to the women and children detained in Dilley. In December 2014, the Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (“CLINIC”), the Refugee and Immigration Center for Education and Legal Services (“RAICES”), AIC, and AILA joined forces to create the CARA Family Detention Pro Bono Project (“CARA Pro Bono Project”) to recruit, coordinate, and support immigration attorneys, law students, and paralegals volunteering to provide legal orientation and representation to the families detained in Dilley, Texas. Against this backdrop, Valeria Gomez traveled to Dilley in December 2015 to join the CARA Pro Bono Project in its efforts to provide legal representation to the women and children in detention.

**Week at Dilley Detention Camp**

The following section gives Valeria Gomez’s personal recounting of her experience volunteering with the CARA Pro Bono Project. After receiving an email from AILA seeking volunteers to join the Project the weeks before and after Christmas, I decided to volunteer at the Dilley detention facility. This work was extremely

---


49. ICE’s New Family Detention Center in Dilley, Texas to Open in December, supra note 43.

50. Id. DHS contracted with Corrections Corporation of America (“CCA”) for the oversight and management of the South Texas Family Residential Center. South Texas Family Residential Center, CORRECTIONS CORP. AM., https://www.cca.com/facilities/south-texas-family-residential-center (last visited May 13, 2016). CCA, which rebranded as CoreCivic on October 28, 2016, has managed the family detention facility in Dilley, Texas since its inception. See id.

important as DHS planned to continue conducting credible fear interviews during the holidays. Thus, on December 20, 2015, I found myself at “the Ranch” in Dilley, Texas, along with twelve other volunteers.

The Ranch was a house on a ranch in Dilley that CARA leased for the on-the-ground team—coordinators and attorneys hired by CARA to coordinate and represent the women on a day-to-day basis. The volunteers that week included licensed attorneys, seasoned paralegals, and academics well-versed in immigration law and the issues of family detention, all of whom represented various cities across the United States. The CARA Pro Bono Coordinator and CARA On-the-Ground attorney provided an overview of the detention facility’s rules and procedures, the universal representation model, and the relevant asylum laws and regulations pertaining to asylum and credible fear interview preparation. The orientation meeting lasted several hours and did not end until well into the night. The on-the-ground CARA employees emphasized one rule in particular: we were not, under any circumstances, to take any photographs on the premises of the facilities. This included photographs within the visitation trailer, where we would be working, as well as photographs of the outside of the facility and the parking lot.

While DHS may refer to the Dilley facility as a “residential center,” the secured, jail-like nature of the family detention facility became evident as soon as we entered the premises of the detention center. The design and location of the detention center made it clear that this facility was crafted in order to remain secluded and hidden. The South Texas Family Residential Center is located approximately seventy miles from San Antonio, the closest major city, and is not readily visible from the nearest road. In fact, one would need to turn onto the long driveway leading off the road for several yards before even seeing the signs identifying the building. In addition, the detention facility is built low into the ground, so that even if passersby know where to look, they will not see much indication that a detention facility is present, absent perhaps the large outdoor lighting structures looming over the receded building.
CoreCivic, a private company that owns correctional facilities, manages the South Texas Family Residential Center.\textsuperscript{52} CoreCivic also manages and operates correctional facilities (i.e., prisons) and detention facilities under contracts with the federal government and various state and local governments.\textsuperscript{53} As such, access to the facility is strictly controlled. Before we could be approved by the detention facility, the volunteers had to provide the volunteer coordinator with a copy of state-issued photo identification at least a week before the visit to the facility; volunteer attorneys also had to provide copies of their bar cards. The detention center prohibited visitors from bringing cellular phones into the facilities, and any laptops we used to draft documents, open cases, and update files had to be pre-approved by the facility.

Upon entry, all belongings were passed through an x-ray machine and the volunteers had to walk through metal detectors. Attorneys turned in our bar cards and photo identification with a CoreCivic\textsuperscript{54} employee at the front desk, where we were issued numbered ID badges and were directed to the visitor’s trailer. CoreCivic allowed the CARA Pro Bono Project two rooms within the visitor’s trailer in which to hold files, printers, scanners, Wi-Fi hotspots, and other supplies crucial to the representation of the women and children of the facility. The detention center only allowed the CARA volunteers and staff access to the “courtroom” trailer (where credible fear redetermination and bond hearings took place via a video teleconference with an immigration judge located in a different city) and the visitor’s trailer. All other areas of the 2,400-bed facility were strictly off-limits to non-DHS and non-CoreCivic personnel.\textsuperscript{55}


\textsuperscript{54} In December 2015, CoreCivic still operated under the name Corrections Corporation of America. See Corrections Corporation of America Rebrands as CoreCivic, supra note 52. For the sake of simplicity, this essay will refer to the company’s employees as CoreCivic employees, regardless of whether they were employed while CoreCivic still operated under the name CCA.

\textsuperscript{55} While I was unable to see the residential facilities firsthand, several media sources have reported that families live in trailers, where up to twelve people from unrelated families may live in a single room. See Molly Hennessy-Fiske, Immigrant Families in Detention: A Look Inside One Holding Center, L.A. TIMES (June 25, 2015, 3:00 AM), http://
The representation model provided for universal legal representation for all women and children detained at the detention facility, regardless of their country of origin or apparent relief available. Before arriving in Dilley, volunteers participated in conference calls and video training to ensure they were proficient in the case management software that the CARA Pro Bono Project used to keep track of the thousands of women it represented. New volunteers arrived each week, using the detailed notes and action ticklers entered by previous volunteers to ensure that all open cases did not fall through the cracks.

Shortly before my visit to Dilley, in a class action lawsuit filed on behalf of children detained at the South Texas Family Residential Center, a federal district judge in the Central District of California ruled that DHS had violated a binding settlement agreement by holding children in a facility that was secured and not licensed as a childcare facility by the state. As a result of this ruling, DHS could no longer detain children for weeks and months on end while they waited for credible fear interviews, credible fear redetermination hearings, bond hearings, and, for those unable to pay bond, removal proceedings. While this was a favorable result insofar as it spared families from months of detention, it also led to even more rushed processing, interviewing, and deportations.

Despite this legal order, DHS continued to detain the women and children in record numbers; during the week I volunteered at Dilley, it was estimated that DHS was detaining close to 1,000 women and children, the substantial majority of whom were from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. Therefore, on our first day on the ground, half of the volunteers handled a staggering eighty-four women at the

www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-dilley-detention-20150625-story.html. Carl Takei, a staff attorney with the ACLU National Prison Project, has likened the conditions within the South Texas Family Residential Center to the conditions within the Japanese internment camps built to house US families of Japanese descent during World War II. Carl Takei, The ‘South Texas Residential Center’ Is No Haven: It’s an Internment Camp, ACLU: SPEAK FREELY (May 21, 2015, 3:30 PM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/speak-freely/south-texas-family-residential-center-no-haven-its-internment-camp. Takei compares the residential trailers to the barracks where Japanese families were held and notes that the South Texas Family Residential Center housing-unit trailers do not have showers or restrooms inside them. Id.

57. See id.
intake stage, during which the volunteers led intake *charlas*, or talks. In these talks, the attorney and paralegal volunteers provided an overview of general information regarding detention, the asylum process, the detainees’ rights during detention, the CARA Pro Bono Project, and the nature of the legal representation the CARA Pro Bono Project could provide. The volunteers then answered related questions from the detained women, collected and scanned their detention and deportation paperwork into the case management system, and assisted as they filled out retainer agreements, questionnaires regarding the conditions of their detention upon apprehension, authorizations of release, and legal representation documents.

For those women who had already had their intake *charlas*, the remaining volunteers—generally consisting of attorneys already relatively well-versed in asylum law—conducted credible fear interview preparation talks for the group of women scheduled for credible fear interviews the next day, or in some cases, later that day. The talks generally explained the elements of asylum claims, described what the women could expect during their credible fear interviews, and provided helpful techniques for the women to use as they related their fear of persecution to the asylum officers conducting the credible fear interviews. After the general talk, volunteers met one-on-one with the detained women for as much time as they could, listening to their stories of fear and persecution, and offering legal advice on how they could most effectively relay their stories in a way that fit the asylum framework. On that first day alone, the CARA volunteers prepared over sixty-five women for their credible fear interviews. This meant that, for the most part, the volunteers provided the credible fear speeches to groups of twelve or more detained women at a time, and then met individually with each woman for approximately twenty-five minutes or less.

Because the women and children in the Dilley detention facility are not free to leave the facilities until they are released, detained families are at the mercy of the medical services of the detention center to tend to the families’ health. As the waves of women and children filled the visitor’s trailer seeking legal assistance, volunteers saw countless numbers of crying, fevered babies and children

coughing violently into washcloths or with watery and crusty eyes as a result of conjunctivitis. Many of the women seemed similarly ill. The detainees told varying accounts of the quality of healthcare they received at the detention facility, with some women reporting that the standard of care and the availability of necessary medicine were woefully inadequate.\footnote{CARA volunteers often become sick with what is informally referred to as the “Dilly cold” or “Dilley crud” upon leaving the facility. I certainly fell within the group of Dilley-sick volunteers upon my return home from the facility.}

Due to the high number of detainees in need of assistance that last week of December 2015, volunteers were not able to accompany the women to their credible fear interviews. Generally, the asylum officers issued credible fear interview decisions within a week after the interviews. A substantial majority of the women detained during the last week of December 2015 were able to establish a credible fear of persecution in their home countries, which is the preliminary step in the asylum process and is essential to release from detention.

Because DHS could no longer hold the women and children in detention until their final removal proceedings hearing, the Department offered those detainees who had “passed” their credible fear interviews two options for release: either they could leave free of cost on the condition that they wear an ankle monitor (an electronic device that tracks every movement) and check in regularly at their local Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) office, or they could leave on a bond set by an immigration judge during a bond hearing. Each came with disadvantages and the need for legal counsel at each stage.

The first option, to be released with an ankle monitor, was particularly demeaning for the women as they would have to live, as if they committed a crime, being constantly monitored. Further, most of the women do not have the money or the resources to pay the large amount to be released—thus leaving them with only option of the ankle monitor. The ankle monitor contains a GPS device that tracks the released detainee’s every movement and location and must be recharged every six to eight hours. For the most part, the ankle monitors cannot be removed until after the released detainee’s removal proceedings conclude. Since there is a backlog of immigration cases proceeding through immigration courts nationwide, if the detainee selected this option, her every move would
be monitored and she would be required to attend regularly scheduled meetings with an ICE officer at her nearest ICE office for an undetermined period of time.

The second option, to select a bond hearing, required legal assistance to help the detainee navigate through the proceeding and compile the required evidence in support of her request. This required the pro bono attorneys to seek remote volunteer bond attorneys. The remote bond attorneys were responsible for contacting family and friends of detainees, collecting the required supporting documentation and affidavits, and sending these materials to on-the-ground attorney volunteers prior to the bond hearings.

The CARA volunteers also represented those detainees who “failed” their credible fear interviews in a credible fear review hearing before an immigration judge. Thus, as soon as the CARA staff learned of a negative credible fear determination, volunteer attorneys mobilized to call the detained woman into the visitor’s trailer and prepare her for her credible fear review hearing with the judge. In between credible fear interview preparation sessions or at the end of the day, attorneys with a working familiarity of asylum law would sit with the detained woman—often for several hours—to develop a detailed declaration that relayed the persecution the client had suffered and that she feared she would suffer again upon her return to her country; explained the reason the client had been subject to persecution; and provided enough details to convince the immigration judge that the client had a colorable claim for asylum. Working from a bank of country conditions research, expert affidavits, and news articles, these declarations and any corroborating evidence available would be presented to the immigration judge via the teleconferenced credible fear review hearing.

After the first full day of work in the South Texas Family Residential Center, the CARA volunteers all congregated for a post-mortem meeting. We all shared our initial impressions of the work, offered suggestions for issues presented, and, in short, collectively processed the incredibly draining experience of listening to hours of tragic stories that too often involved brutal violence, murder, kidnapping, sexual assault, torture, and impunity. By the end of the first workday, we had worked over fifteen hours.

The rest of the workweek continued in a similar fashion, the looming Christmas holiday notwithstanding. The CARA volunteers continued to represent up to 140 women a day at various stages of
their cases. While some of the volunteers left just in time for the Christmas holiday (including me), the majority of volunteers worked through Christmas Eve and Christmas Day to assist the women and children that DHS continued to detain and schedule for credible fear interviews. Some of the volunteers even stayed a second week into 2016.

Welcoming Asylum Seekers in Germany

Over the last year, the German asylum system has been overtaxed in processing record numbers of asylum seekers. Germany is receiving high numbers of refugees from Eritrea, Somalia, and recently, Syria. The German response to the current forced migration flows presents very unique social issues given the country’s role in the creation of refugee flows that facilitated the passage of the 1951 Refugee Convention, creation of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, and adoption of the subsequent 1967 Refugee Protocol removing temporal and geographic restrictions on who constitutes a refugee.

Laws Regulating Reception of Asylum Seekers in Germany

The Asylum Procedure Act (“APA”) governs the substance and procedure of Germany’s implementation of the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 Refugee Protocol. The German asylum system has many legal procedural provisions similar to that of the United States in implementing the Refugee Convention. There are, however, marked differences in the ways in which the system is constructed in terms of the treatment of asylum seekers, freedom of movement, and preliminary access to social services.

In Germany, the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees (“FOMR”) makes the initial decision as to whether an individual qualifies for designation as a refugee. The Minister of the Interior has oversight power over FOMR. The APA provides that an individual can make a request for asylum in writing, orally, or in an “otherwise expressed desire.” An individual can express her desire
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to be protected from removal or deportation to a country where she would face persecution at the German border. If an applicant is already in Germany, he can request asylum from the foreigner’s authority or the police of the Länder (State), who will then refer the individual to a Reception Center.65

After the request for asylum is made, the applicant is sent to one of several FOMR branch offices called Central Reception Facilities (“Reception Centers”) for asylum applicants.66 The sixteen German federal States, called Länder, work closely with FOMR to process asylum seekers,67 however the Länder run the Reception Centers.68 Accordingly, the APA provides:

The Länder shall be required to set up and maintain reception centers necessary to accommodate persons requesting asylum and to provide the necessary number of places in the reception centers for newly arrived persons requesting asylum per month allocated to them on the basis of their respective admission quotas, (2) The Federal Ministry of the Interior or the authority designated by it shall inform the Länder each month of the number of newly arrived persons requesting asylum, the prospective trend and the prospective need for accommodation.69

The Reception Centers are complexes, usually old army facilities and sometimes old hospitals, that are repurposed to house asylum seekers. These centers are refurbished into apartments and dormitory rooms to house asylum seekers while they await the processing of their asylum applications.70 Asylum seekers are permitted to enter and exit the facilities as they wish with minimal security.71 At the Reception Centers, preliminary biographical information, photographs, and
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fingerprints are recorded. 72 This process is formally called “registration.”73 In addition, the Reception Centers contain housing for the asylum seekers while initial processing is taking place, and the International Red Cross is present to give medical care.

Under the APA, asylum applicants are “required to live for a period of up to six weeks, but no longer than three months, in the reception center responsible for receiving them” unless the FOMR has initial jurisdiction over the application. 74 Under certain circumstances, such as when the Reception Center cannot within six months decide the asylum application or the Administrative Court grants an appeal, the government will release the asylum applicant from the reception center and will place them within the “Länder.”75

The 2015 Asylum Acceleration Act changed the maximum period in which an applicant could be required to stay at a reception center from three to six months.76 The asylum applicant is required to stay in the assigned Land until a decision has been made regarding the application.77

After registration at the Reception Center, the center gives the individual a date to appear to file a formal written asylum application.78 The applicant can have a legal representative present.79 Once the application is filed, FOMR “clarif[ies] the facts of the case and compile[s] the necessary evidence.”80 FOMR is charged with informing applicants about the asylum procedures and their rights and obligations in regard to deadlines and failing to appear. FOMR has the statutory authority to grant an application for asylum based on the
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application alone or can request that the applicant come in for an interview. In the interview, the applicant:

shall present the facts justifying his fear of political persecution or the risk of serious harm he faces and provide the necessary details. The necessary details shall include information concerning residences, travel routes, time spent in other countries and whether a procedure aimed at obtaining recognition as a foreign refugee or as a beneficiary of international protection . . . has already been initiated or completed . . . .”

The interviews are private but can be attended by UNHCR representatives or representatives of FOMR. After receiving evidence, FOMR will issue a written decision as to whether an applicant qualifies for refugee status.

When an asylum application is denied, the applicant has one week to leave Germany, or in the alternative, within one week of the decision, the applicant can appeal the denial under the Administrative Court Procedure. The Administrative Court then decides to grant or deny the appeal, which if granted makes the warning ineffective. A grant of the appeal extends the deadline for removal from Germany for thirty days.

Three working days after filing an asylum application, the applicant is given a certificate of permission to reside. In Germany, this right to stay is called Aufenthaltsgestattung, which gives the asylum seeker various rights while her application is pending. An asylum applicant can move freely within the Länder and can request permission to leave the assigned Länder.

Germany’s implementation of the Refugee Convention is also impacted by its status as a member of the European Union. As an
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EU member, Germany is required to adhere to the Schengen Agreement and the Dublin Regulation. The Schengen Agreement is a treaty that created the area in Europe in which there are not internal border checks that facilitates freedom of movement between member countries. The Dublin Regulation provides that if an individual enters from a safe third country, a country where she had the ability to apply for asylum, or if the individual poses a threat to the general public, border agents can refuse the individual entry. The Dublin Regulation also establishes a hierarchy of criteria used to identify the specific Member State responsible for the examination of an asylum claim in Europe. The Dublin Regulation further:

provides a system wherein an asylum seeker may select where to travel predominantly on the basis of family links followed by responsibility assigned on the basis of the state through which the asylum seeker first entered, or the state responsible for their entry into the territory of the EU member states.

In addition, EU members must comply with the Directive on the Reception of Asylum Seekers, revised in 2013, which contains elaborate rules on the detention of asylum seekers. Specifically,
Article 8(1) prohibits detention “for the sole reason” of applying for international protection. Detention is permissible only “when it proves necessary and on the basis of an individual assessment of each case,” and if less coercive alternatives cannot be applied. Member States are required to adopt national legislation laying down rules concerning alternatives to detention.

In light of the mass influx of migrants and refugees into the European Union, the systems for processing refugees were being overtaxed and emergency measures were adopted. The European Union created two programs, entitled hotspots and relocation measures, to address the unprecedented increase of migrants and refugees. Migration scholar Francesco Maiani, Visiting Fellow with the Migration Policy Centre, posits that, “[t]he spontaneous arrival of approximately one million persons in 2015, 90% from the top refugee-producing countries of the world, has cruelly exposed their paradoxes and set in motion centrifugal forces that appear to threaten their very existence.” For example, the “hotspot” programs were an initiative to “assist” frontline States “to swiftly identify, register and fingerprint incoming migrants”—or more enticingly as “comprehensive and targeted support by the EU Agencies to frontline Member States.” As per the official definition of the Commission, a “hotspot” is a section of external borders characterized by “specific and disproportionate migratory pressure, consisting of mixed migratory flows.”

Further, temporary relocation schemes were a departure from the Dublin Regulation. The Dublin Regulation’s temporary relocation scheme provided that “applicants may only be relocated after
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applying for protection [in frontline States], after being properly fingerprinted, and after the responsibility of Italy and Greece under Dublin has been established.” 105

During the surge of migrants into the European Union in August 2015, FOMR suspended compliance with the Dublin Regulation for Syrian refugees, which required the German government to return asylum seekers to the EU State where they first entered.106 At the time, Germany was “the only EU State that [did] not send Syrian refugees back to their first point of contact, such as Italy or Greece.”107 Germany’s open refugee policies created tensions within the European Union in that Germany’s willingness to accept millions of Syrian refugees differs from many EU Member States, but impacts all States within the union. To address issues of compliance with the Dublin Regulation in light of the mass influx of refugees, Germany enacted a new law in August 2015 that allows an asylum seeker to be detained when the individual enters from another EU country in violation of the Dublin Regulation.108

In November 2015, the number of asylum applications in Germany increased by 135.7 percent, prompting the legislature to pass the Asylum Acceleration Act.109 With the increase in asylum applications, the German government estimated “that there will be around 800,000 applicants for asylum, with an average processing time of five months, and around 400,000 denied applications.”110
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Exploratory Visit to Germany in the Midst of a Crisis

The following section details Karla McKanders’ personal recounting of her visit to Germany to learn more about the processing of Syrian refugees. Accordingly, in October 2015, McKanders’ colleague in the University of Tennessee Anthropology Department contacted me regarding an exploratory trip to Germany to learn more about how Germany was managing its humanitarian crisis with the influx of record numbers of refugees. Our host, the Felsberg Institute, recognized the historical challenges presented and wanted to collaborate with forced migration and refugee scholars to learn about and respond to the influx.

In December 2015, I traveled to Germany. Over the course of the trip, we had the opportunity to speak with German administrative law judges handling asylum appeals from FOMR, learn from German civil servant volunteers who staff the Reception Centers, attend town hall meetings with German citizens interested in learning about the root causes of forced migration to Germany, and visit refugee camps and Reception Centers within the Länder. Through this visit, I gained both an understanding of how the asylum system operates in practice and a new perspective on the possibilities that exist for structuring the reception of asylum seekers.

The name “Reception Center” demonstrates a markedly different orientation to asylum seekers who enter Germany than that of the United States. The Welcome Centers and the places where asylum seekers reside while waiting for a decision on their asylum applications for refugee status are often referred to as “camps.” We visited the Gießen Welcome Center and the Jägerkaserne camp. The Welcome Center I visited were old military housing facilities and old housing facilities for prisoners. The families are housed in apartments and rooms, depending on the facility.

Germany adheres to a general rule that asylum seekers should not be detained. This rule is based on the idea that asylum seekers need protection, in contrast to protecting its citizens from asylum seekers through detention. This also stems from attempting to not re-
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traumatize asylum seekers who are often victims of persecution and torture in the country from which they are fleeing. In November 2015, however, the German government adopted a law that provided that an asylum seeker may be detained if he enters the country in violation of the Dublin Regulation.114

While in Germany, I visited Hessen’s Central Reception Center for Asylum Seekers in Gießen in the Länder Hessen.115 Gießen has a warehouse reception area staffed by volunteers who leave their jobs to work for the government alongside the International Red Cross.116 During summer 2015, Gießen received around 5,500 asylum seekers. In November 2015, they received around 1,000 asylum seekers per day. The volunteer civil servants are typically given one day’s notice prior to the arrival of a group of asylum seekers. There were approximately 300 staff members within the facility at the time of our visit.117 The civil servants were civil engineers, public relations professionals, lawyers, and technology transfer professionals who expressed that it was their duty to contribute and help their country welcome asylum seekers.118

At Gießen, the volunteers register the asylum seekers by taking their biographical information. They speak a multiplicity of languages and come from a wide variety of backgrounds.119 All of the civil servant volunteers dress in plain clothes—in contrast to being in police like uniforms like a prison. Many of the civil servant volunteers articulated that the decision of whether refugees should enter is a moral decision, while as civil servants they have the duty to implement the political decisions of the country’s leaders.120 If they disagree with their leaders, then society must act against the political leaders, not the vulnerable refugees.

The camps are relatively open access facilities. There are no jails, bars, metal detectors, handcuffs, or uniforms for the asylum seekers and volunteer staff members at Gießen.121 A contracted security company was hired to ensure safety within the facility and
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retired German military and police officers also provided security. No identification was needed for us to enter the facility.

Asylum seekers are permitted to move freely in and out of the facility as long as they remain within the Länder to which they are assigned. While in the registration area, we were approached by two children wandering freely through the facility without their parents who wanted to play with the toys in the reception area. The staff searched for an Arabic speaker, who happened to be in our group, to advise the children that they should be with their parents. To facilitate freedom of movement after registering, asylum seekers are given an identification card that indicates the Länder to which they are assigned. When they are given this card, there is no formal monitoring of asylum seekers’ movements. They can, however, obtain permission to leave their Länder for specific statutory reasons.

Jägerkaserne is another camp in Kassel we had the opportunity to visit. This camp hosts both refugees and migrants. The city of Kassel has about 195,000 residents and hosts around 1,800 refugees. At the Jägerkaserne camp, there is a mixed population of Syrian, Iranian, Iraqi, Eritrean, and Somalian migrants and refugees. To facilitate the freedom of movement of the camp’s residents throughout the city, the camp collects and refurbishes old bicycles. The camp’s residents have started a bike repair shop so that individuals can work, while at the same time providing an essential service for the asylum seekers by facilitating freedom of movement around the city of Kassel.

Not all asylum seekers follow the rule that they must permanently stay in the Länder to which they are assigned. On the train ride to the Gießen facility, it was obvious that there were some immigrants who were drifting between Länder without paying for their ticket. Ticket collectors will ask for payment and sometimes identification, but most of the time will simply ask the individual to pay or else exit at the next stop.

Once the asylum seekers are registered, and sometimes moved to camps within the German states, the German government immediately begins the process of integration. Prior to the Asylum Acceleration Act of 2015, each asylum applicant was given
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approximately 140 euros per month.\textsuperscript{126} In response to the influx of migrants, the legislature changed this law to replace the cash with in-kind benefits to keep migrants from coming to Germany based on a false attraction to the cash benefits.\textsuperscript{127} One of the main concerns with the Asylum Acceleration Act from the advocacy organization ProAsyl is that:

\begin{quote}
[N]on-cash benefits will inevitably lead to more bureaucracy and therefore more cost to the state, and will further serve to hinder the integration of refugees. Refugees will have to go to the center administration every time they need money for anything—a new mobile SIM card, a public transport ticket.\textsuperscript{128}
\end{quote}

Asylum seekers from Iraq, Syria, and Somalia are given free German language courses prior to the adjudication of their asylum applications.\textsuperscript{129} This is a new policy in connection with a German law passed within the November 2015 Asylum Acceleration Act that requires certain migrant groups to take a minimum of 660 hours of German language courses at approximately twenty hours a week.\textsuperscript{130} Many migrants enroll in the course because they want to learn German so they can work.\textsuperscript{131}

The “Welcome to Germany” guidebook for immigrants places an emphasis on migrants learning German, stating:

\begin{quote}
If you wish to live in Germany, you should try to learn German as quickly as possible. It is important to do so to meet new people, to make yourself understood in everyday life, and to find work. If you learn German in a language course then you know
\end{quote}
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that you are learning to speak properly right from the beginning.\textsuperscript{132}

Upon completion of the government-subsidized language course and passing the requisite test, an “Integration Course Certificate” (\textit{Zertifikat Integrationskurs}) is awarded.\textsuperscript{133} The incentive for taking the course and obtaining a certificate is that a migrant is permitted to apply for citizenship within seven, instead of eight, years after obtaining lawful status.\textsuperscript{134} The socialization of asylum seekers also continues with the German law that provides that children under eighteen years old are required to attend school.\textsuperscript{135}

\textit{Social Perceptions of Asylum Seekers}

\textbf{United States: Asylum Seekers from the Northern Triangle}

The United States’ treatment of the recent wave of asylum seekers along its southern border is a complex issue affected by a number of factors. Apprehensions at the southern border of the United States increased by roughly 60,000 in 2014, totaling approximately 500,000 migrants and leading the United States to launch a response characterized by its strong emphasis on deterrence.\textsuperscript{136} Proposed factors related to the US response to asylum seekers apprehended along the US–Mexico border include the perception by Americans that migrants from Central America are economic migrants rather than refugees, the increasing anti-refugee sentiments in the United States, and the limited economic recovery of the United States since the Great Recession.

The United States largely perceives Central American immigrants as economic migrants and hesitates to treat them as refugees. Even while acknowledging the violent and tumultuous circumstances in the Northern Triangle, the United States nonetheless has sent mixed signals regarding its views on the refugee status of Central Americans. While the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
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has labeled Northern Triangle nationals escaping the violence and terrorization of criminal armed groups as “refugees,” the Obama Administration consistently has referred to the migrants’ entries into the United States as illegal migration,\(^\text{137}\) despite the fact that the seeking of asylum is not an illegal act. Since November 2014, DHS has focused its removal and enforcement efforts on “new immigration violators,” defined as individuals who cannot establish their presence in the United States before January 1, 2014 without any reference to possible claims to relief, including asylum.\(^\text{138}\)

Certain programs implemented by the United States since the 2014 surge seem to suggest that some of the Central American migrants should be classified as refugees, although the United States has kept these programs limited. For example, in an effort to curb the migration of unaccompanied minor children from the Northern Triangle, the United States launched the Central American Minor Refugee/Parole program (“CAM”) in December 2014. The CAM program provided for in-country processing of certain Central American children’s asylum claims.\(^\text{139}\) The program was never intended to process or admit a large amount of children, however; the US government, from the outset of the project, did not anticipate admitting many children.\(^\text{140}\) The existence of the CAM program suggests that certain children could meet the definition of a “refugee” under US law, but even so, CAM in-country refugee processing is only available to children with a parent in the United States under lawful status or under protection from deportation, a factor not required under current US asylum law.\(^\text{141}\) By requiring that the child have a parent lawfully present in the United States, the US government essentially filtered a majority of the children from relief.
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Eleven months after its inception, the United States had yet to admit a single child under the CAM program, despite receiving close to 6,000 applications from Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador.142 Eventually, in late November 2015, the United States admitted its first Central American children under the CAM program.143 In January 2016, the United States announced an expansion of its Refugee Admission Program, in coordination with the UN High Commissioner on Refugees, to identify Northern Triangle Central Americans eligible for refugee status.144

The American public, and the current political climate, have seen an increase in xenophobic and anti-refugee sentiments. US President Donald J. Trump famously made headlines when he announced his candidacy by declaring, in part, that the United States was the “dumping ground” for the world’s problems, and that Mexicans and other Latin American countries were sending rapists, drug-addicts, and other undesirables.145 As extreme as his statements may sound, however, Trump’s popularity suggests that some voting citizens of the United States harbor animosity generally towards immigrants.146

The growing anti-immigrant animus of some Americans can be seen in the shifting US attitudes regarding the admission of Syrian refugees into the United States. In the summer of 2015, the US consensus seemed to be in favor of the admission of Syrian refugees,147 particularly after the photograph of Aylan Kurdi, a three-
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year-old Syrian migrant who drowned attempting to reach Greece, rocketed through social media. These sentiments, however, changed rapidly after the attacks in Paris, France, on November 13, 2016.

After the Paris attacks, public opinion in the United States shifted. Every Republican presidential candidate campaigning after the Paris attacks opposed accepting Syrian refugees to some extent, with candidates Ted Cruz and Jeb Bush supporting exceptions to the broad policy for Christian Syrians. Following Donald Trump’s call to ban all Muslims from the United States, the Obama White House proclaimed that Trump’s proposed Muslim travel ban disqualified him from being President, as such a ban would go against the presidential oath “to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States.” Less than a week after the Paris attacks, thirty-one governors proclaimed that Syrian refugees were not welcome in their states. As of the writing of this article, two states—Alabama and...
and Texas—have sued the federal government over the resettlement of refugees in their respective states, with Tennessee threatening similar action. In June 2016, the district court dismissed Texas’ lawsuit finding that the state has no authority over resettlements handled by the federal government, which has authority over immigration policy, while Tennessee continued its threats to sue the federal government to prevent the resettlement of refugees within the state on November 2016.

The growing anti-refugee sentiment continued with President Trump’s Executive Order 13769 Protecting the Nation From Foreign Terrorist Entry Into the United States. The lawsuits challenge the parts of the Executive Order that halt the processing immigrant and nonimmigrant visas from specific countries and the refugee resettlement program. Specifically, section 3(c) of the Executive Order places a ninety-day ban on the immigrant and nonimmigrant entry of aliens from 212(f) designated countries (INA, 8 U.S.C. 1182(f)), which include Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and
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Yemen.\textsuperscript{160} In addition, the Executive Order suspends the refugee resettlement program for all countries for 120 days (section 5(a)), and indefinitely for Syria (section 5(c)).\textsuperscript{161} This order halts and bars entry of more than 218 million nations from the seven countries from entering the United States.\textsuperscript{162} Numerous lawsuits have been filed challenging the President’s authority and alleging that the halt on processing refugees is a step towards his campaign promise of a Muslim ban.\textsuperscript{163}

Asylum Seekers in Germany

There are many factors that underlie Germany’s response and willingness to admit record numbers of asylum seekers—an estimated 476,000\textsuperscript{164} in 2015, in comparison to the 10,000 Syrian refugees the United States has committed to accepting.\textsuperscript{165} Some proposed factors include the leadership of Angela Merkel, Germany’s past history of creating refugee flows, and its aging population.

The leadership of Chancellor Angela Merkel has had a large impact on the world and the manner in which German citizens welcome asylum seekers. Chancellor Angela Merkel, coined the Chancellor of the Free World, has taken the lead in the worldwide charge to protect refugees fleeing persecution.\textsuperscript{166} She has repeatedly criticized other EU Member States for closing their borders, thus placing a disproportionate burden on a small number of EU States to host refugees and asylum seekers.\textsuperscript{167} She has also pushed for the
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twenty-eight EU Member States to reach an agreement to find a solution to the influx of forced migrants.\textsuperscript{168} Domestically, “Chancellor Angela Merkel has resisted domestic pressure to introduce a formal cap on the numbers, repeating her \textquote{[w]e can do this} mantra to Germans.”\textsuperscript{169} Underlying Merkel’s policies is her continual stance that welcoming refugees and being open to Muslim integration underlies Christian values, in line with her Christian Democratic Union party.\textsuperscript{170} Her push is interesting in light of the fact that Germany is increasingly becoming a secularized country.\textsuperscript{171}

Germany’s history plays a large role in its reception of asylum seekers and its new policies. Many Germans view their country as having a special relationship with refugees and individuals forced to flee their countries because of their connection to the first and second World Wars. In December 1944, Winston Churchill announced to the House of Commons what became known as the largest forced migration in the history of the world.\textsuperscript{172} During this time period:

> Millions of civilians living in the eastern German provinces that were to be turned over to Poland after the war were to be driven out and deposited among the ruins of the former Reich, to fend for themselves as best they could.\textsuperscript{173}

By mid-1945, approximately twelve to fourteen million Germans, “the overwhelming majority of them women, children and the elderly,” had been forcibly displaced.\textsuperscript{174}

As we traveled to the different refugee camps, there was a sense of responsibility that guided our conversations with German
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volunteers involved in welcoming refugees. Many people with whom we met in the camps and reception centers repeatedly stated words like, “this is our duty” or “it is our responsibility.” We did not probe further, but one wonders whether this sense of duty and responsibility towards refugees stems from the country’s sense that history cannot repeat itself and that Germany will not be a part of excluding vulnerable migrants fleeing persecution.

The aging population and need for a young work force also play a role in the reception of asylum seekers. The other side of the asserted perspective is the positive impact that refugees can have on the German economy and in replacing the aging German workforce. In admitting approximately one million refugees last year, the German government spent approximately fourteen billion euros (US$15 billion), or one percent of its gross domestic product. In the opinion of Herbert Brucker, an economist with the Institute of Employment Research in Nuremberg, he states that “while refugees get much of the government money for food and clothing, German workers get a good bit of it, too . . . . Fifty-five percent will be spent for social work, for construction, for housing, for bureaucracy.” In 2015, one in ten refugees in Germany were able to obtain their work permit, which means that the refugees who work will be paying taxes back to the German government.

This welcoming attitude is tempered in areas of Germany with slow economic growth and high unemployment. In these areas, many Germans are resistant to accepting migrants and refugees, viewing them as competition. Still, “[a] sizeable majority of Germans today think of their country as a land of immigrants, who are vital to
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keeping it strong as the traditional population ages and shrinks.”

For example, “the Forsa polling firm in Berlin says roughly 9 out of 10 Germans see their country as a land of immigrants and perceive that as a good thing.”

Shift in the perception of asylum seekers and refugees. At the beginning of the 2016 new year, public opinion in Germany shifted with the sexual assault incident in Cologne. Notably, “[s]ome 121 women are reported to have been robbed, threatened, or sexually molested by gangs of men of foreign descent as revelers partied near the city’s twin-spired Gothic cathedral.” Amongst this number, “[a]t least 22 asylum seekers have been identified from among 32 suspects in connection with robberies and assaults. They were believed to be among a group of up to 1,000 people in front of Cologne’s main railway station on New Year’s Eve.” This incident caused many Germans to begin questioning their open reception of record numbers of refugees out of fear that there are criminals and terrorists within the group of individuals seeking asylum.

Global Collaboration to Ensure Humane Processing of Asylum Seekers

Migration laws give sovereign nations the ability to select individuals perceived as worthy or unworthy of inclusion. The 1951 Refugee Convention provides an exception where signatories agree that individuals forced to leave their countries of origin enjoy the human right of refuge when fleeing. How a Nation State restricts or grants access to freedom of movement upon entry, and while the asylum application is pending, demonstrates how social and historical conditions impact the enactment and enforcement of laws. This is because the creation and implementation of laws do not occur in a vacuum.
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Unfortunately, in various countries, the Refugee Convention has become an extension of migration laws to exclude individuals who are not deemed worthy of inclusion. In both Germany and the United States, the labeling of a migrant as economic has been used as a shield to exclude access to protections under the Convention.\textsuperscript{186} Further, in the United States, entry via the southern border carries a presumption of illegality, which facilitates the laws and procedures that require detention in jails until asylum seekers can establish that they have a credible fear and make arguments for their release. Conversely, in Germany, entrance from specific countries, namely Syria and Iraq, carries the presumption of warranting protection, permission to access restricted forms of freedom of movement prior to being granted any lawful status, and access to social benefits furthering the assumption that the asylum seeker will be able to establish that he or she is a refugee. Comparing these approaches demonstrates how, based on the country implementing the Refugee Convention, migration laws can be used as systems of exclusion or migration control instead of furthering the original principles that underline the Convention. It is important to examine and compare both systems as they provide different viewpoints for Nation States to consider in addressing contemporary issues that arise under the Refugee Convention. The contrasting methods for processing refugees in Germany and the United States demonstrate how collaboration and dialogue between Nation States is necessary to dispel assumptions and perceptions about those who seek asylum, and how the presumption of illegality impacts one’s freedom of movement as an asylum seeker enters a country and applies for refugee status.